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WHAT IS KNOWN ON THE SUBJECT? 
• A core skill of practice nurses’ mental health is to recognize and explore 

patients’ unpleasant emotions. 
• Patients rarely express their unpleasant emotions directly and spontaneously, 

but instead give indirect signs that something is worrying them. 

WHAT THIS PAPER ADDS TO EXISTING KNOWLEDGE? 
• Patients with mild psychosocial and psychological problems provide signs of 

worrying or express a clear unpleasant emotion in 94% of consultations with 
a practice nurse mental health. 

• Nurses’ responses to patients’ signs of worrying or clear unpleasant emotions 
were mostly characterized by providing space for patients to talk about these 
emotions, by using minimal responses. 

WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE? 
• Practice nurses’ mental health have passive listening skills, and to a lesser 

extent, use active listening techniques. 
• Accurate emotion detection and the ability to pick out emotional signs during 

consultations must also be considered as an important skill for health 
providers 

• to improve patient-centred communication. 

ABSTRACT 
Aim: Patients with physical problems are known to express their emotional 
concerns in an implicit way only. Whether the same counts for patients 
presenting mental health problems in primary care is unknown. This study aims 
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to examine how patients with mild psychosocial and psychological complaints 
express their concerns during consultations with the practice nurse mental health 
and how practice nurses respond to these expressions. Method: Fifteen practice 
nurses mental health working in Dutch general practices participated in the 
study. Their consultations with 116 patients with mild psychosocial or 
psychological complaints were video recorded. Patients’ explicitly expressed 
emotional concerns and more implicit expressions of underlying emotional 
problems (cues) as well as nurses’ responses to these expressions were rated 
using the Verona Coding Definition of Emotional Sequences. Results: Almost 
all consultations contained at least one cue or concern (94%). Nurses’ responses 
were mostly characterized by providing space for patients to talk about their cue 
or concern in a non-explicit way (62%), by using minimal responses (42%). 
Discussion: Practice nurses mental health have passive listening skills, and to a 
lesser extent, use active listening techniques. However, there are no strict rules 
which way of responding is the best and patients value responses differently. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Mental disorders affect hundreds of millions of people worldwide, but most mental 
disorders remain undetected and untreated (World Health Organisation [WHO] 
2008). Up to 60% of people attending primary care have a diagnosable mental 
disorder. Integrating mental health services into primary care is necessary to ensure 
that people are directed to the mental health care they need. People can access 
primary mental health care close to home, thereby avoiding high costs of specialist 
care and minimizing stigma. Besides, mental and physical health problems are often 
interwoven. Within primary care both the mental health needs of people with 
physical complaints and the physical needs of people with mental problems can be 
addressed. According to the WHO, integrating mental health services into primary 
care generates good health outcomes and is cost effective (WHO, 2008). 
Around 10% of Dutch patients seen in primary care suffer from mental health 
problems, mostly depression, anxiety and emotional distress (Verhaak et al. 2009). 
One of the tasks of the general practitioner (GP) within primary care in the 
Netherlands is to provide mental health care. GP’s role as a gatekeeper is of great 
importance by referring patients to care that is more specialized – when indicated 
(Van den Brink-Muinen et al. 2003, Van Orden et al. 2009). Since 2008, the practice 
nurse mental health (PNMH) has been introduced in Dutch general practices, who 
work under supervision of the GP (Ten Have 2007). The GP can refer patients with 
mild psychosocial or psychological problems to the PNMH for short-term treatment 
(Trimbos Institute 2014). The PNMH is responsible for clarifying patients’ 
psychosocial or psychological problems, may provide short treatments and can 
advise the GP to refer a patient to general or specialized care. This role of the PNMH 
in the Netherlands is similar to the role of mental health nurses in Australia (Meehan 
& Robertson 2015) and the primary care approach to mental health is common in 
many other countries, like the United Kingdom and Brazil (WHO, 2008). 
In the Netherlands, the function of the PNMH is rather new and still developing. In 
2009, 11% of the general practices worked with a PNMH, while in 2012 this 
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percentage increased to 47% (Trimbos Institute 2014). In January 2014, a new 
structure of the Dutch mental health system was introduced to further restrict rising 
costs, which resulted from a higher demand on mental health care and limited 
capacity in secondary care. Therefore, Dutch policy aimed at a substantial shift from 
secondary mental health care to primary mental health care. Especially, people with 
mild psychological or psychosocial complaints are supposed to be treated within 
primary care. Nowadays, more patients with psychosocial or psychological problems 
are treated by the PNMH within general practice (NZa 2013; Trimbos Institute 
2014); in 2013, 8.6% of the patients seen by the GP had psychological problems, 
while in 2014, this percentage increased to 9.9%, which may be due to the 
implementation of the PNMH (Verhaak et al. 2014). Recent studies described the 
most common symptoms of patients seen by PNMHs, their activities and referrals 
and the frequency of contacts with patients (Noordman & Verhaak 2009, Nijboer 
2011, Dozeman & Van Straten 2012, Verhaak et al. 2012a,b), but so far, no study 
looked into the process of care provided by PNMHs. 
A core skill for PNMHs is to recognize and explore patients’ unpleasant or stressful 
feelings and emotions (i.e. cues and concerns) (Eide et al. 2004). However, patients 
rarely express their unpleasant feelings and emotions directly and spontaneously, but 
instead, they give indirect cues that something is worrying them (Butow et al. 2002). 
It is known that 20–55% of patients’ concerns are adequately identified by the health 
provider (Heaven & Maguire 1997, Hill et al. 2003, Farrel et al. 2005, Heaven et al. 
2006). Zimmermann’s review (2007) showed that it is important to focus on patients’ 
unpleasant or stressful feelings and emotions. Health providers’ competence in 
providing space by using active listening skills is essential to uncover patient’s 
unpleasant emotions (Del Piccolo et al. 2014), and is associated with positive patient 
care outcomes and greater patient satisfaction (Epstein et al. 2007). 
Because of the new mental health structure in the Netherlands and the relatively new 
function of the PNMH it is unknown to what extent PNMH react to and interact with 
patients. So far, no research has examined the cues and concerns expressed by 
patients during consultation with the PNMH. A cue is a verbal or non-verbal sign 
which may point to an underlying unpleasant emotion that lacks clarity, while a 
concern refers to a clear and unambiguous expression of an unpleasant current or 
recent emotion that is explicitly verbalized with or with- out a stated issue of 
importance. Also, the responses of the PNMH to these cues and concerns have not 
been studied before. 
 
The following research questions were addressed: 

1. How often do patients with mild psychosocial and psy- chological complaints 
express their cues and concerns during consultations with the PNMH? 

2. To what extent and in which way do PNMH respond to these cues and 
concerns? 

METHODS 

Study design 
Observational exploratory study. As this is the first study that investigates the way 
patients and the PNMH communicate, an exploratory design was considered 
appropriate. Observing video-recorded consultations is a more valid way to examine 
the interaction between patients and professionals than self-reports by patients or 
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PNMH. The video-recorded consultations were coded with the vali- dated Verona 
Coding Definitions of Emotional Sequences (VR-CoDES-CC) (Zimmermann et al. 
2011), see Observation tool. 
 

Ethical consideration 
This study was carried out according to the Dutch privacy legislation. The privacy 
regulation was approved by the Dutch Data Protection Authority. According to 
Dutch leg- islation, approval by a medical ethics committee was not required for this 
observational study. Our research com- plied with the Helsinki Declaration. All 
subjects gave written informed consent and patient anonymity is preserved. 
 

Participants 
Fifteen PNMH working in Dutch general practices agreed to participate. PNMH 
were recruited randomly; three PNMH work in the northern part of the Netherlands, 
one PNMH works in the western part and the remaining eleven PNMH work in the 
south-eastern part of the Nether- lands. All adult patients with mild psychosocial or 
psychological problems who were seen by the PNMH on two random days were 
asked to participate. All PNMH received individual video feedback on their 
communica- tion skills (Noordman et al. 2011). 
 

Setting 
Consultations between patients with mild psychosocial or psychological problems 
and PNMH working in Dutch general practices were video recorded. The aim was to 
record approximately 10 routine consultations per PNMH during 2 random days 
between March 2014 and December 2014. During these 2 days an unmanned camera 
was placed in the consultation room. The camera was focussed at the PNMH, so the 
patients remained out of sight. All patients who had an appointment during these 2 
days were informed about the study and asked to participate by a researcher. 
Approximately 1 week before, the PNMH informed the patients by telephone that a 
researcher was going to ask the patient to participate in a research on the day of their 
appointment. The PNMH made clear that patients could go to their appointment 
independent of partaking in the research. 
All participating PNMH and patients were asked to sign a written informed consent 
form before video record- ing the consultation. PNMH and patients who partici- 
pated filled out a self-reporting questionnaire on their background characteristics (i.e. 
patients’ and PNMHs’ age, gender, education and PNMHs’ experience). 
Questionnaires used for the PNMH and patients were similar to those used in a 
previous study (Noordman & Verhaak 2009). A researcher was present before and 
after the consultation to ask patients’ informed consent and, if necessary, to help 
patients with the questionnaires. PNMHs and patients were aware that the study 
focused on the communication skills of PNMH, but they were not aware of the 
specific attention to cues, concerns and responses. 
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Observation tool 

[FIGURE 1] 
All video-recorded consultations were coded using a valid framework for detecting 
patients’ cues and concerns (Eide et al. 2011), the VR-CoDES-CC (Zimmermann et 
al. 2011). Within this framework, a cue is defined as ‘a verbal or non-verbal hint 
which suggests an underlying unpleas- ant emotion that lacks clarity’, while a 
concern is defined as ‘a clear and unambiguous expression of an unpleasant current 
or recent emotion that is explicitly verbalized with or without a stated issue of 
importance’ (Zimmermann et al. 2011). Cues and concerns can be patient elicited or 
healthcare provider elicited. The expression of patient-eli- cited cues and concerns is 
an indicator of patient’s initiative or active struggle to direct health provider’s 
attention to specific worries. Provider-elicited cues and concerns are an indicator of 
the space given to patients to explicate their concerns without patients having to take 
initiatives. 
The responses of the PNMH on expressed cues and concerns by patients were coded 
using the VR-CoDES-P (Del Piccolo et al. 2011). Only immediate responses to cues 
and concerns were coded, which refer to the first reaction after a cue or concern. 
Responses were coded according to two major conceptual factors: explicitness and 
space provision for further disclosure of the cue or concern (Fig. 1). A response can 
be coded as ‘explicit’ or as ‘non-explicit’. An explicit response is any response that 
specifically mentions either the content/topic or the emo- tion in the cue or concern, 
or both. A non-explicit response does not explicitly mention either the content or the 
emotion of the cue or concern. After coding explicit or non-explicit, the response can 
be coded as ‘providing space’ or as ‘reducing space’. Providing space refers to any 
intervention that gives space for further disclosure of the cue or concern expressed by 
the patient; reducing space is any response or intervention that reduces the space for 
or blocks further disclosure about the cue or concern expressed by the patient. 
Definitions and examples of the response categories can be found in Del Piccolo et 
al. (2011). As recommended by one of the authors of the VR-CoDES (i.e. Del 
Piccolo), when attending a VR-CoDES-training day, we did not code the 
psychosocial or psychological complaint of the patient per se as a cue or concern. 
VR-CoDES has been used before rating cues, concerns and responses in 
consultations of psychiatrists (Del Pic- colo et al. 2012), dentists (Zhou et al. 2014), 
nurses in oncology (Heyn et al. 2012, Finset et al. 2013, Mellblom et al. 2014), 
nurses in paediatric oncology (Vatne et al. 2010), physicians in primary care (De 
Maesschalck et al. 2011, Schouten & Schinkel 2014) and medical students (Mazzi et 
al. 2013). All the studies reported a moderate to good inter-rater reliability. For the 
present study, the VR-CoDES coding scheme was incorporated into Observer 
software (Noldus et al. 2000) making it possible to rate the consultations directly 
from video. 

Reliability observations 
All video-recorded consultations were coded by one observer (EG), who attended a 
VR-CoDES-training day of the authors of this coding system. The mean duration of 
the video-recorded consultations was 31.5 min (range = 10–62 min). Coding the 
video-recorded consultations took approximately twice the duration of the recording; 
videos were watched one time. Reliability was tested using the intra-class correlation 
coefficient (ICC). Eleven consultations were coded by a second observer. The mean 
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intra-class correlation of patient expressed cues and concerns was 0.97. The mean 
intra-class correlation of PNMHs’ responses was 0.86 (range = 0.47–1.00). The 
interrater reliability of the VR-CoDES-CC and VR-CoDES-P between the two 
observers was found to be satisfactory to good (Sim & Wright 2005, Fletcher et al. 
2011). 
 

Statistical analysis 
Background characteristics of the PNMH and patients (i.e. patients’ and PNMHs’ 
age, gender, education and PNMHs’ experience) were described using descriptive 
sta- tistical techniques (e.g. mean, SD). Descriptive statistics were also used to 
analyse frequencies of patients’ cues and concerns and PNMHs’ responses on 
patients’ cues and concerns. Data were analysed using Stata 11 (Stata [com- puter 
program]. Version 12. Copyright 2009, by Stata- Corp LP, 4905 Lakeway Drive, 
College Station, TX 77845 USA. www.stata.com.), except for the ICCs that were 
calculated using SPSS (version 18.0; PASW Statistics USA, Westlands Road, Quarry 
Bay, Hong Kong, China). 

[TABLE 1] 
 

RESULTS 

Characteristics of PNMHs and patients 
Table 1 describes the characteristics of the PNMH and patients. Fifteen PNMH 
participated in this study. A total of 172 patients were asked for participating in this 
study. Patients’ non-response rate was 31%. The reasons for non-participation were 
‘feeling uncomfortable with the camera’, ‘feeling uncomfortable because it was an 
intake- consultation’ and privacy reasons. The total number of patients who agreed to 
have their consultation video recorded was 119 during the 117 consultations [i.e. dur- 
ing two consultations two patients (as couples) were pre- sent]. Because of technical 
failure one consultation was not recorded, resulting in 116 consultations. Per PN 
men- tal health between 4 and 12 (mean of 7.7) recordings were made. Mean 
duration of the consultations was 31.5 min (range = 10–62 min). 
 

Expression of cues and concerns by patients 

[TABLE 2] 
 
In 109 (94%) of the 116 consultations, cues or concerns were identified. In the 
remaining 7 (6%) consultations, no cues or concerns were observed. In the 116 
consultations, a total of 598 cues and concerns were expressed (see Table 2). Patients 
expressed on average 3.6 cues and 1.5 concerns per consultation. The initiative of 
expressing cues and concerns was more frequently taken by the patient (66%) than 
by the health provider (34%). 
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PNMHs responses to cues and concerns 
PNMHs responses are categorized in four different cate- gories, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Table 3 shows the frequencies of the different categories and some examples. 
PNMHs responses to cues and concerns were mostly characterized by providing 
space for patients to talk about their cue or concern (86%), mainly in a non-explicit 
way (62%). Giv- ing minimal responses (‘back-channels’) was the most frequent 
way (42%) for PNMHs to respond to cues and concerns. ‘Back-channel’ is any 
response that provides space for the patient to say more or that encourages fur- ther 
disclosure, through using a minimal prompt, or word, but not a full statement. For 
example: Mmm, Yes, Right, Ok. Thereby, the PNMHs gave the patient an 
opportunity to talk more about the emotion that they had disclosed. There were 86 
responses (14%) that reduced the space for further disclosure of emotion. 
 

DISCUSSION 

[TABLE 3] 
 
The aim of this study was to explore how often patients with mild psychosocial and 
psychological complaints express cues and concerns during consultations with the 
PNMH and to what extent and in which way PNMHs respond to these cues and 
concerns. This study shows that patients with mild psychosocial and psychological 
prob- lems express both cues and concerns in consultation with a PNMH. Almost all 
consultations (94%) contained at least one cue or concern, which is consistent with a 
study with psychiatrists (Del Piccolo et al. 2012). Similar studies in settings different 
from mental health (De Maesschalck et al. 2011, Mjaaland et al. 2011, Mellblom et 
al. 2014) have reported percentages between 61% and 50% of consultations in which 
patients’ expressed cues and concerns. The total number of consultations with cues 
and concerns and the total number of expressed cues and concerns per consultation 
was high in this study, compared to similar studies in different settings (Mjaaland et 
al. 2011, Finset et al. 2013). These differences can be explained by the dif- ferent 
settings and the different origin of patients’ com- plaints. It is known that cues and 
concerns are relatively rare phenomena in medical consultations (Mjaaland et al. 
2011), while cues and concerns are more present in set- tings with patients with mild 
psychosocial and psychological complaints (Zimmermann et al. 2007). Del Piccolo 
et al. (2014) found that type and frequency of expressed emotion vary with patient 
diagnosis and that patients with mood disorders talked more explicitly and more 
often about their emotions, which is consistent with our results. In agreement with 
earlier studies (Vatne et al. 2010, Mjaaland et al. 2011, Zhou et al. 2014), cues are far 
more frequent than concerns. Compared to Finset et al. (2013), who found an 
average of 2.4 cues and 0.6 concerns per consultation in cancer care, the patients in 
our study expressed more cues and concerns; 3.3 cues and 1.4 concerns per 
consultation. Previous studies examined cues and concerns in consultations with 
health providers in medical settings and showed a relatively lower number of 
concerns, varying between 9% and 20%, compared to 29% in our study (Mjaaland et 
al. 2011, Finset et al. 2013, Zhou et al. 2014). The differences in frequencies of cues 
and concerns in previous studies cannot entirely be attributed to the different settings 
of consultation. Also other factors, like the length of consultations, age, gender and 
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ethnicity of the patient and provider, and different statistical analyses are likely to 
affect the results (Zimmer- mann et al. 2007). 
During consultations, attention to emotions that are expressed by patients have 
important implications for the diagnostic process, particularly in mental health 
settings (Del Piccolo et al. 2012). Therefore, it is important to know how the cues 
and concerns are expressed, if they are patient elicited or provider elicited. The 
initiative to express cues and concerns was more frequently taken by the patient than 
by the health provider. Levinson et al. (2000) also found that patient-initiated cues 
were approximately three times more frequent than doctor-initiated cues in 
consultation with a GP. 
It is also relevant how PNMHs respond to patients’ emotions (Del Piccolo et al. 
2012). Regarding the immedi- ate responses given by the PNMHs, providing space 
was most common and contained almost 90% of all responses. Most of the providing 
space responses were non-explicit, using minimal prompts or words (back-channel), 
acknowl- edgements and active invitation to seek further disclosure or new 
information, without making explicit reference to the emotion that was expressed by 
the patient. Just over 10% of the responses were coded as reducing space, which does 
not mean that the response of the PNMH blocks the patient. In half of the reducing 
space responses the PNMH ignored the cue or concern, but in the other half informa- 
tion or advice was given for possible solutions for the emo- tion the patient had 
expressed. 
The most common response was back-channel (42%), a minimal prompt or word, 
giving the patient space to talk more about the emotion. This finding was also pre- 
sented by Rimondini et al. (2006), who showed that psychiatrists are good passive 
listeners (by responding with back-channel) but less competent in using active 
listening techniques (by providing space in an explicit response). Another study in a 
psychiatric setting showed that physi- cians preferred to respond in a passive way by 
listening and giving explicit back-channel responses and often hesi- tated to respond 
actively (McCabe et al. 2002). This is consistent with our finding that the PNMHs in 
our study mainly responded in a non-explicit way (73%). PNMHs have passive 
listening skills, but to a lesser extent use active listening techniques. There are no 
strict rules which way of responding is the best. Some types of health provi- der 
responses are differently valued by patients (Mazzi et al. 2013). It is known that 
health providers’ competence in providing space by using active listening skills is 
essential to uncover patient’s emotions (Del Piccolo et al. 2014). Providing space to 
patients who show signs of distress is universally appreciated by all patients (Mazzi 
et al. 2013), but every patient needs a different response. Zim- mermann et al. (2003) 
showed that silence, a non-explicit providing space response, on the part of the health 
provi- der may promote the expression of cues and concerns. In some situations, a 
non-explicit response to a patient cue of concern may be more adequate than an 
explicit response, depending on the diagnosis, type of patient and expectation of the 
patient (Del Piccolo et al. 2014). 
Helping patients to verbalize their feelings by a good detection, identification and 
response, generates greater patient satisfaction (Epstein et al. 2007). However, 
Butow et al. (2002) showed that patient satisfaction and state anxiety turned out to be 
unaffected by physicians’ reac- tion to informational and emotional cues. This can be 
explained by the fact that Epstein et al. (2007) and Butow et al. (2002) used different 
criteria. Butow et al. (2002) used criteria like appropriate and inappropriate 
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responses, postponing, ignoring and interrupting, while Epstein et al. (2007) used a 
more extensive protocol with 10 categories similar to the VR-CoDES-P. In the 
present study, patients’ outcome measures were not included. 
This study has focused on responses to negative emotions, cues and concerns. Health 
providers must detect the cue or concern before they can identify the type of emotion 
and respond (Blanch-Hartigan 2013). Accurate emotion detection and the ability to 
pick out signs of emotion during consultations must also be con- sidered as an 
important skill for health providers within mental health to improve patient-centred 
communica- tion. An active attitude of the mental health nurse, by using exploration, 
acknowledgement and empathic statements, gives patients the opportunity to express 
their emotions and, as a consequence, improve the diagnostic and therapeutic 
process. 
The results of this study give a first insight into the interaction between PNMHs and 
patients. The number of PNMHs is expected continue to rise over the next years. 
Further research is needed to get more insight into the communication skills of the 
PNMH. This can contribute to the development of a more uniform PNMH function 
and competence profile. In January 2015, a new function profile of the PNMH was 
pub- lished, but implementation in practice need further research (LHV 2014). It is 
also recommended to inves- tigate patient outcomes and patient experiences, which 
can contribute to the quality of this new profession. The insight into current mental 
health nursing practice provided by this study is especially relevant given its recent 
introduction in primary care in the Netherlands. The new role of a mental health 
practice nurse needs to become further developed in upcoming years. Our study 
results provide a baseline measure of nurses’ communication performance and can as 
such contribute to establish mental health practice nurses’ task profiles and to 
recognize additional training needs. As in other countries, the role of the mental 
health practice nurse is rather new and studies into current practices have yet to be 
initiated, this study may help to move this field of health care a step further, in the 
Netherlands and beyond. 
 

Strengths and limitations 
This observational study is based on a collection of rou- tine daily consultations 
between PNMHs and patients. The VR-CoDES is a valid framework to capture cues 
and concerns experienced by patients (Eide et al. 2011) and may have potential 
implications for clinical practice when linked to patient outcomes such as satisfaction 
or treatment adherence. This is the first study to investigate the way patients and the 
PNMH in the Netherlands com- municate. Some limitations should also be 
mentioned. It is difficult to compare the present study with previous studies because 
of the different settings (e.g. different patient groups, professionals, countries). 
Second, this 
study does not include patient outcomes. However, this was not the aim of the study. 
Third, a limitation of VR-CoDES is that cues and concerns of the patient are lead- 
ing and therefore efforts of the PNMH to uncover a negative emotion of the patient 
could be missed when the patient does not express a cue or concern. Furthermore, 
VR-CODES focuses on negative emotions of patients, so positive emotions are not 
coded. Previous studies have shown that attention to positive emotions can be a 
powerful therapeutic agent and that both positive and negative emotions are 
necessary to the successful comple- tion of therapy (Fitzpatrick & Stalikas 2008). 
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Finally, this is a small-scale exploratory study. Future research among a larger 
population is necessary to further explore the findings in the present study. 
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